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Abstract As a part of the Atmospheric Model Inter-
comparison Project (AMIP), the behaviour of 15 gen-
eral circulation models has been analysed in order to
diagnose and compare the ability of the different mod-
els in simulating Northern Hemisphere midlatitude at-
mospheric blocking. In accordance with the established
AMIP procedure, the 10-year model integrations were
performed using prescribed, time-evolving monthly
mean observed SSTs spanning the period January
1979—December 1988. Atmospheric observational data
(ECMWF analyses) over the same period have been
also used to verify the models results. The models
involved in this comparison represent a wide spectrum
of model complexity, with different horizontal and ver-
tical resolution, numerical techniques and physical par-
ametrizations, and exhibit large differences in blocking

behaviour. Nevertheless, a few common features can be
found, such as the general tendency to underestimate
both blocking frequency and the average duration of
blocks. The problem of the possible relationship
between model blocking and model systematic errors
has also been assessed, although without resorting to
ad-hoc numerical experimentation it is impossible to
relate with certainty particular model deficiencies in
representing blocking to precise parts of the model
formulation.

1 Introduction
The present work has been conducted as part of the
diagnostic subproject 10 of the AMIP (Atmospheric
Model Intercomparison Project). AMIP is an interna-
tional project aimed at producing a coordinated GCM



Fig. 1 The model diagnostics matrix, taken from Gates (1991)

diagnostic comparison. A description of the scope of
the AMIP program, and a discussion about model
validation as a problem of crucial importance in mod-
ern climate studies can be found in Gates (1992). In that
work, a two-dimensional matrix approach to model
diagnostics is proposed (Fig. 1). One axis represents the
nature of the object of the diagnosis: prognostic vari-
ables, dynamical and physical processes or specific phe-
nomena. The other axis represents the statistical detail
with which the diagnosis is carried out, considering
only mean values, variances (or some higher order
statistical moments) or complete frequency distribu-
tions. A complete model diagnosis would take into
account all the elements of the matrix and their possible
interactions and relationships.

A challenging element in model validation is the
diagnosis of specific phenomena. Such ’’phenomenon
diagnostics” are challenging because of a general lack
of standard methods, which often stimulates the devel-
opment of new ideas. These may include the choice of
the particular phenomenon to be diagnosed, the pos-
sible development of appropriate objective indices or
the revisitation of more classical synoptic analysis tech-
niques, as well as the study of new ways of visualisation.
Phenomenon diagnostics can be a good tool to probe,
and possibly improve, models in areas of their behav-
iour which often turn out to be deficient. Hitherto
hidden problems (or unexpected levels of skill) are often
brought to light in this way. Moreover, the diagnosis of
small- or medium-scale phenomena is complementary
to the more usual methods of testing GCM behaviour
almost exclusively on time-mean planetary scales.
Small- or medium-scale phenomena are, furthermore,
often the end product of many scale interaction pro-
cesses, sometimes also poorly diagnosed.

Many diagnostic studies are being conducted within
the framework of the AMIP. Some examples in the
literature regard interannual tropical rainfall (Sperber
and Palmer 1995), tropical diabatic heating (Boyle
1995a), kinetic energy (Boyle 1995b), and a compre-

hensive study of intraseasonal oscillations by J. Slingo
et al. (1995).

The present study is an example of phenomenon
diagnostics, the phenomenon in this case being North-
ern Hemisphere atmospheric blocking. Blocking, in
other words, will be the ’’peephole” through which all
the models of the AMIP dataset will be observed. As
will be seen, from this specific (and limited) viewpoint, it
will be possible in some cases to make some inferences
on the overall behaviour of the models, as well as on the
behaviour of the real atmosphere. The scope of this
work is, nonetheless, more concentrated on model in-
tercomparison than on studying the dynamics or clima-
tology of the observed blocking.

In Sect. 2, a description of the diagnostic method is
given, as well as a list of the models analysed. Section
3 is devoted to a brief review of recent work on block-
ing, including both the modelling and the observational
aspects. Section 4 reports on the main body of the
diagnostic effort by comparing different statistical and
synoptic aspects of blocking as simulated by the mod-
els. In Sect. 5, the relationship between the ability of
models in reproducing blocking and their systematic
errors is assessed. Section 6 contains some concluding
remarks.

2 Datasets and methods

Systematic atmospheric blocking diagnostics, on both observed and
model data, requires the definition of an objective blocking index
through which model behaviour can be assessed. The index de-
veloped by Tibaldi and Molteni (1990, hereafter TM) was used for
this purpose, albeit with a minor modification which will be de-
scribed. This index requires daily fields of 500 hPa geopotential
height (GPH). Model data were provided either by PCMDI (Pro-
gram for Climate Models Diagnosis and Intercomparison) at Law-
rence Livermore National Laboratory, which is the AMIP
coordinating institute, or directly by the modelling groups. A list of
all models considered is shown in Table 1, which also lists the model
acronyms that will be used throughout. The letter in the first column
of Table 1 will also be used throughout the figures to reference
a model.

The integrations were carried out by the different modelling
groups using the standardised conditions prescribed by AMIP, i.e.
the models were integrated for 10 y from 1979 to 1988 and used the
same set of observed monthly mean sea surface temperatures (SSTs)
and sea ice, plus agreed values of the solar constant and of the
current level CO

2
concentration (Gates 1992).

ECMWF operationally analysed 500 hPa geopotential height
data for the same AMIP period 1979—1988 have been used to
diagnose observed blocking for comparison with the modelled data.
In some cases a longer (‘climatological’) dataset of observed data is
used, spanning the period December 1949 - February 1994. This
dataset was obtained merging NMC (1949—1979) and ECMWF
(1980—1994) analyses.

More details about the participating models than those reported
in Table 1 can be found in PCMDI report 18 (Phillips 1994), except
for NMC (Kalnay et al. 1996), METEOFR (Déqué et al. 1994) and
JMA (JMA 1993), which provide output produced by different
models (or different versions of the models) with respect to the
original AMIP models described in the report. As an overall
reference on the general performance of each model, the Appendix
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Table 1 List of the participating models, horizontal and vertical resolution and relevant comments. The letter in the first column is used in
figure captions while the acronyms are used throughout the text to reference the corresponding model. In the Appendix Figs. (A1, A2 and
A3), 500 hPa wintertime climate and variabilities are shown for each model

Model Horizontal and Comments
Institute (and acronym) vertical Resolution

a ECMWF operational analysis (Analysis) 3.75°]3.75° Observed analysis used for comparison
b Canadian Climate Centre (CCC) T32, L10 —
c Center for Ocean-Land-Atmosphere Studies

(COLA) R40, L18 —
d Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial

Research Organization (CSIRO)
R21, L9 —

e Colorado State University (CSU) 4°]5°, L17 —
f DERF model of Geophysical Fluid Dynamics

Laboratory (DERF/GFDL)
T42, L18 —

g Max-Plank-Institut für Meteorologie (ECHAM) T42, L19 —
h European Centre for Medium-Range

Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)
T42, L19 —

i Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) T106, L21 New, high resolution version of the AMIP model
l Centre National de Recherches

Météorologiques (METEOFR)
T42, L30 ARPEGE model, not in the AMIP documentation

m Meteorological Research Institute (MRI) 4°]5°, L15 —
n National Center for Atmospheric Research

(NCAR) T42, L18 —
o National Meteorological Center (NMC) T42, L18 8 y 1985—1992 run, not in the AMIP documentation
p Recherche en Prévision Numérique (RPN) T63, L23 Data truncated at T21 on output
q UK Universities Global Atmospheric

Modelling Programme (UGAMP)
T42, L19 —

r Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction,
UK Meteorological Office (UKMO)

2.5°]3.75°, L19 —

Figs A1, A2 and A3 show mean 500 Pa and high- and low-frequency
variability maps calculated from each model output.

As anticipated, the occurrence of blocking in all model output has
been objectively diagnosed by making use of the TM. With respect
to the original definition, however, one minor but important modifi-
cation (in condition 2.5 below) was introduced here. The reasons for
this are related to an improved definition of Pacific blocking and are
discussed in detail in Giannini (1994).

The objective blocking index used throughout this work is then
the following:
the geopotential height meridional gradients GHGS and GHGN are
computed for each longitude:
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A given longitude is then locally defined as blocked on a specific day
if the following conditions are satisfied (for at least one of the three
values of *):

GHGS'0, (4)

GHGN(!5 m/deg lat, (5)

Using a similar method to that in TM, the two main sectors of the
Northern Hemisphere that are observationally more prone to block-
ing, i.e. the Euro-Atlantic and Pacific, are then identified and de-
fined, with the following longitudinal limits:

Euro-Atlantic: 26.25 °W — 41.25 °E
Pacific: 116.25 °E — 213.75 °W.

A sector is then assumed to be blocked if three or more adjacent
longitudes within its limits are blocked according to the previous
local index definition (‘‘sector blocking’’).

These criteria are sufficient to define a local (in time and space)
block-like pattern. True synoptic blocking (i.e. in the sense of Rex
1950a, b) however requires a certain time-persistence of the event.
Consequently, a further time requirement has to be added to the
sector blocking definition. This requirement was arbitrarily chosen
to reject any sector blocking lasting less than five days, again
consistent with TM. The rejection of short blocks is best performed
after the removal of any index-generated noise, mostly given by
Athreshold-edge eventsA, which intermittently may or may not fulfill
the requirements of the index. A number of such events were found,
requiring special tapering of the time sequence. In summary, the
tapering-filtering algorithm used consisted of the following two steps
applied in sequence:
1. When two successive days are considered blocked by the index in

a sector and are followed by a non-blocked day and then by two
more successive blocked days, the whole event is considered as
a five-day long block (implicitly assuming that the ‘‘hole’’ was due
to an index failure). An analogous tapering criterion is applied in
the cases of a single non-blocked day preceded (followed) by four
blocked days and followed (preceded) by a single blocked day.

2. All episodes of blocking shorter than five days are excluded from
subsequent analysis.

The local (in longitude) definition of the index alone was, however,
used to produce diagrams of blocking frequency as a function of
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longitude alone and as a function of both longitude and time (in the
Hovmöller diagram format). The sector blocking definition is some-
what more synoptically based and is then used for producing distri-
butions of blocking duration, seasonal cycles and mean blocking
anomalies (blocking signatures).

3 Background

A number of blocking diagnostic techniques, including
the one described, have been applied to the results of
numerical weather prediction (NWP) models, as for
example in TM, Tracton et al. (1989), Tracton (1990),
Miyakoda and Sirutis (1990), Brankovic and Ferranti
(1992), Anderson (1993), Tibaldi et al. (1994) and
Tibaldi at al. (1995), where the diagnostic was used
both as a tool for model validation and as mean for
investigating the nature of the blocking process. Never-
theless, a comparatively smaller number of papers also
deals with blocking in climate models, examples being
Blackmon et al. (1986), Mullen (1986), Sausen et al.
(1993), May (1994) and Tibaldi et al. (1997, hereafter
TEA97). The present study follows the main outline
(and represents an extension) of TEA97, where a com-
parison of blocking in different versions of the
ECHAM3 model was made. The main conclusions
arrived at by TEA97 will be reviewed briefly since, as it
will become clearer later, some of the behaviour of the
AMIP models in modelling blocking can be better
understood in the framework of ideas set in TEA97.

First of all, TEA97 observed that while an increase of
model resolution is sufficient to improve the simulation
of blocking in the Euro-Atlantic (E-A) sector, the pres-
ence of more realistic variability in the oceanic lower
boundary condition is necessary (as in an integration
with observed rather than climatological SSTs), in ad-
dition to the higher resolution, to enhance the realism
of the simulation in the Pacific sector (PAC). This
suggests that blocking in the two sectors may be the
result of partially different dynamical processes. Euro-
Atlantic blocking appears to be more the product of
nonlinear internal dynamics, whereas Pacific blocking
seems to be more influenced by the interaction of the
atmosphere with the underlying sea surface. This latter
fact was also found to be consistent with the work by
Ferranti et al. (1994) which showed the sensitivity of
Pacific blocking to the specification of tropical SSTs.

Turning attention to blocking signature diagrams,
i.e. blocked minus zonal composite maps (analogous to
Fig. 8, see later), TEA97 found evidence that the main
problem of models’ representation of sector blocking
patterns is connected with their inability to produce
localised signatures. Additional, weaker, patterns were
evident in model output and in some cases were remi-
niscent of the classical Wallace and Gutzler (1981)
teleconnection patterns.

A difference of behaviour in the two sectors was also
found in the frequency distribution of blocking dura-
tion. There was a tendency of lower resolution integra-

tions to produce shorter blocks than-observed in the
E-A, while higher resolution integrations appeared to
be less prone to this error. The situation was shown to
be different in the Pacific sector, where the perfor-
mances of the model at different resolutions were com-
parable. Additionally, the use of observed SSTs as
opposed to climatology did not appear to influence
model blocking lifetimes. Confirmation of this behav-
iour was found by Déqué and Piedelièvre (1995) in the
ARPEGE model of Météo France. In ARPEGE, low-
frequency variance was found to be dependent on res-
olution in the Atlantic but not in the Pacific region.

From this above, evidence emerges that the nature of
the blocking phenomenon is different in the Euro-
Atlantic and Pacific sectors. The two sectors are char-
acterised not only by a different sensitivity of blocking
frequencies towards SST model forcing, but also by
different seasonal variations and by different sensitivi-
ties of the distribution of blocking lifetimes to model
resolution.

Before turning to the diagnosis of the AMIP models’
performances, it is first useful to summarise the main
features of observed blocking climatology, as they
emerge from the NMC/ECMWF analyses. In Fig. 2b
the Hovmöller diagram of the seasonal cycle of ob-
served blocking frequency as a function of longitude
and month is shown. The December—January—Febru-
ary (DJF) blocking frequency as a function of longitude
is contained in Fig. 2a. Figure 2c,d shows the seasonal
cycles of blocking in the two main sectors (thick lines,
sectors defined in Sect. 2). In the three latter diagrams
an attempt is also made to estimate the degree of
interannual variability in blocking frequency.

The average observed frequency as a function of
longitude (Fig. 2a) and the seasonal cycle of sector
blocking frequency in the E-A (Fig. 2c) and PAC
(Fig. 2d) were computed over eight and staggered, par-
tially overlapping, periods of ten years (the eight thin
lines in each diagram) spanning the entire dataset of
analysed data available, ranging from December 1949
to February 1994. The diagrams show significant inter-
decadal variability, quantified by the grey band repres-
enting one standard deviation computed among the
eight ten-year means. For direct comparison with
model output, nevertheless, only the 10-y AMIP refer-
ence observed period has been used.

The sampling problem connected with the evalu-
ation of blocking frequency in a 10-year model integra-
tion is evident from Fig. 2a, 2c and 2d. The particular
choice of the 10-y period can play an important role,
due to the presence of a strong interannual variability
in blocking occurrence on the 5—10 y time scale, as
was illustrated in TEA97 or in D’Andrea et al.
(WMO 1996).

Returning to Fig. 2a,b, the two preferred blocking
sectors (E-A and PAC) can be easily identified. In
Fig. 2a it is also possible to observe that the interde-
cadal variability of blocking (the standard deviation
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b
Fig. 2a–d Observed blocking frequency during the period
1949—1994. a Blocking frequencies as a function of longitude for
8 partially overlapping periods of 10 y (thin lines). The thick line
shows the mean value, the area within the interval of standard
deviation is in grey. Dash-dotted line is the value of the standard
deviation. b Blocking freuency Hovmöller diagram (longitudinal-
seasonal). Areas higher than 10% and 20% are shaded. c As in panel
a but for blocking episodes frequency annual cycle, expressed as
average number of blocked days per 10-day-period of the year,
Euro-Atlantic sector. d As in c for the Pacific sector

among the eight thin lines is shown by the dash-dotted
line in all panels 2a, 2c and 2d) has a maximum in the
western-atlantic area (around 60 °W-20 °W). It will be
shown below that the models also exhibit a variety of
different behaviors in this area.

The comparison between Fig. 2c and 2d shows
that the two main blocking sectors are characterised
by different seasonal cycles, both sectors having a max-
imum in spring; the Pacific also has a maximum in
winter, while the Euro-Atlantic exhibits a relatively
lower activity in winter. The interdecadal standard
deviation (the dash-dot line) does not show any large
seasonal dependence, other than the increases in cor-
respondence with the maxima of the mean signal.

Figure 2b gives an idea of the complexity of the
seasonal variations of blocking climatology in longi-
tude. In particular, the presence of a secondary max-
imum of activity in the western-Atlantic (WA) region
(around 50 °W) in March can be observed, together
with the split of the Pacific maximum from April to
July. In this period, the main maximum migrates from
180 °E to 140 °E, while a second, somewhat weaker,
feature originates around 240 °E. The choice of the DJF
period instead of a period of higher blocking activity
(such as spring or early summer), is often made
throughout this work (e.g. Fig. 2b) to facilitate the
comparison with previous works, which tended to con-
centrate on the winter period.

Finally, Fig. 3 shows the frequency distribution of
blocking duration for the two sectors, where it should
be noted that a logarithmic scale is used in the fre-
quency axes in order to illustrate the fact that the
distribution displays an exponential decrease. In the
two panels, a least-square interpolated straight line is
superimposed, computed on the frequency of blocking
duration of between 5 and 20 days. (This period has
been used to minimise sampling problems.) Since the
population of each bin of the observed distribution is
assumed to belong to a Poisson distribution, each bin is
weighted by Jn, n being the observed frequency of
cases with a given duration. The expected distribution,
obtained with the least square fit, is also displayed with
its one standard error limits (dashed). The least square
fit has a correlation with the observed distribution of
0.92 in the E-A sector and of 0.93 in the PAC. Assuming
14 degrees of freedom, both of these coefficients are
significant at more than the 99% confidence level.
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Fig. 3 Histogram of the frequency distribution of blocking length
for the analysis in the two sectors (E-A sector top, PAC sector
below). Logarithmic scale on the y-axis. The straight line is a least-
square fit of the distribution, computed on the 5 to 20 day interval;
the standard error on the least square fit is also shown (dashed line)

An exponential shape of the distribution of blocking
duration was also found by Dole and Gordon (1983).
The authors interpreted the shape of the distribution as
evidence of the fact that the probability of the block to
survive for t#1 days is independent of t. In other
words, the atmosphere (or rather the transient pro-
cesses that are thought to maintain or destroy the
block) does not carry any memory of the duration of
the phenomenon.

4 Blocking in the AMIP integrations

4.1 Blocking frequency

In this section, the season-longitude dependence of
local blocking frequency will be shown for the different
models.

Figure 4, panels a to r, shows the DJF blocking
frequency as a function of longitude in the analysis and
different models. The wide variety of behaviour in the
different models can be readily appreciated. In these
diagrams, the observed blocking frequency is superim-
posed in grey, as the band defined by the mean 1979—88

value plus and minus one standard deviation, com-
puted as in Fig. 2a. The main conclusion is of a general
tendency to underestimate the blocking activity. There
are only a few cases of model overestimation, notably
in the WA region, by CSIRO, COLA, NMC and to
a lesser extent by UGAMP, UKMO and NCAR, al-
though the behaviour of the latter three models falls
within the observed natural variability band. It must
also be added that the WA area is the one of maximum
variability of observed DJF blocking frequency, as has
already been pointed out (Fig. 2a). Among the models
overestimating WA blocking frequency, the case of
CSIRO is different. Apart from the excessive amplitude
of this peak, the model does not show much blocking
activity in the more usual Euro-Atlantic sector. The
peak could therefore represent a strong westward shift
of Euro-Atlantic blocking. The other models men-
tioned, on the contrary, all show a discernible E-A
peak, in addition to the WA one. Considering the
500 hPa DJF climate of the CSIRO model (see the
Appendix, Fig. A1d), it can be noticed that there is an
excessive orographic wave over Greenland, which
causes a noisy pattern in the high latitudes (60—80 ° N)
of the WA blocking maximum sector (20—60 °W). The
excessive blocking frequency may therefore partially be
a result of a bad simulation of the Greenland ridge, in
turn caused by the wrong angle with which the large-
scale flow impinges the Greenland orography, much
more W-to-E rather than SSW-to-NNE (compare
Fig. A1d with Fig. A1a). This could well cause an unde-
sirable response in the blocking index. It should, how-
ever, be pointed out that the spuriously high blocking
peak at 40—50 °W is borne out by an equally spurious
maximum of low-frequency variability in the same area
(Fig. A2d).

Turning our attention now to the more complex
behaviour of blocking frequency in longitude and sea-
sonal phase, the Hovmöller diagrams for all AMIP
models can be considered (Fig. 5 a—r). Fig. 5 a refers to
the analysis for the 1979—88 period. (Note that the
analysis is slightly different from that in Fig. 2b, which
refers to the much longer period 1950—94.) The wide
range of behaviour seen in Fig. 4 is again visible.

Since the DJF period has already been analysed,
attention can be focused firstly on the double shape
(split) of the Pacific maximum in the extended spring
period April to July. Some models, notably NCAR and
COLA, provide a good reproduction of both shape and
phase of the maxima, together with a satisfactory am-
plitude. CCC and DERF/GFDL have a good location
and shape, but a slightly underestimated amplitude.
Other models (NMC, UGAMP, ECHAM UKMO)
reproduce a pattern that resembles the split peak, but
they miss the location, shifting it in time or (more
rarely) longitude. CSIRO is somewhat a special case,
showing a well-placed Pacific maximum, notwithstand-
ing the problems evident at 90 °E, probably due to
difficulties with the definition of the 500 hPa GPH field
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Fig. 4a–r Longitudinal blocking frequencies. In a the observed value is reported with it standard deviation in grey (see also Fig. 2). In b to
r the black line refers to the AMIP model output, the grey area to the observed value
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Fig. 4 (continued)
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Fig. 5a–r Hovmöller diagrams of annual cycle of observed blocking frequency. a for observed values 1979—1988. b to r for participating
models. Areas higher than 10% and 20% are shaded
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Fig. 5 (continued)
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in the Himalayan region (see also Fig. A1d in the Ap-
pendix).

The February—March—April secondary maximum in
the western-Atlantic region (WA) is also worthy of
attention. Some models reproduce it (shifted at times in
space and/or time) and some miss it. COLA has a max-
imum in the WA, but it is too extended and may be
better interpreted as a displacement of the main Euro-
Atlantic peak. UKMO has a good simulation of the
maximum and of its amplitude, spatial placement and
extension in time being very realistic. CSIRO is again
peculiar, with an extremely overestimated maximum,
also clearly visible in Fig. 4d. NMC has a plateau in the
WA which extends too long in time. NCAR and
ECHAM both shift the WA maximum towards the
April—May period. Other models also show a WA
relative maximum in March—April—May, although
generally with too low an amplitude, which makes
it difficult to identify patterns clearly; this is the
case with ECMWF, METEOFR, JMA, CCC and
DERF/GFDL. Some other models show a longitude-
time pattern in which it is difficult to recognise ob-
served features, as in the case of CSU, MRI, and RPN.

The models characterised by a generally poor repres-
entation of the Fig. 5a Hovmöller diagram also show
a poor reproduction of the DJF blocking frequency. It
should be pointed out that MRI and CSU are the
lowest resolution models of the whole set, and that
both are gridpoint models rather than spectral. Inter-
esting and opposite counter-examples to this tendency
are represented by RPN and UKMO models. The first
is spectral T63 (which is a comparatively high resolu-
tion, although the model output was provided at T21)
and shows a poor performance, while the second is
a gridpoint model, but with a resolution (2.5°]3.75°)
higher than that of MRI and CSU and its performance
is very good.

The case of JMA is peculiar, since the model provides
a very well represented E-A blocking during the DJF
period (although the maximum is shifted eastward).
However, this good performance is limited to DJF,
with the model performing much less satisfactorily dur-
ing the important observed spring maximum and in the
PAC sector in general. The spring maximum problem
is visible both in the JMA Hovmöller diagram (Fig. 4i)
and also in the JMA E-A sector annual cycle (Fig. 6i,
see later).

4.2 Sector blocking episodes

The climatology of ‘‘blocking episodes’’ (i.e. sequences
of more than four sequentially blocked days, as selected
by the index and by the tapering-filtering algorithm
described in Sect. 2) has been analysed in the two Euro-
Atlantic and Pacific sectors. In this section, the block-
ing seasonal cycle (Fig. 6) and lifetime distribution
(Fig. 7) will be assessed.

The general model underestimation of blocking fre-
quency shown in Sect. 4.1 was diagnosed making use of
the local and instantaneous blocking index definition.
Since our attention will now be restricted to sector-
blocking episodes, it is necessary to verify whether that
conclusion still carries over. Table 2 gives a list of the
total number of DJF days belonging to a blocking
episode for both sectors, and demonstrates that model
blocking underestimation is not affected by the elim-
ination of short blocks from the sample.

Figure 6 illustrates the seasonal cycle of E-A sector
blocking. The diagrams are obtained as percentage of
blocked days for any ten-day-period of the year. Again
the large model-to-model variability of behaviour is
evident. A number of models have recognisable sea-
sonal cycles which, in some cases, show a good corres-
pondence with observations (ECHAM, CCC, CSIRO).
In other cases models tend to have blocking earlier in
the year (JMA, NCAR, NMC, UGAMP, METEOFR,
UKMO) and in one case later in the year (DERF/
GFDL). Note that the observed seasonal cycle is re-
peated (dashed) in all panels. For some models, the
comparison with observations is made particularly
difficult by the generally low-level of model
blocking activity. The case of CCC is interesting since
the model has a seasonal cycle in good agreement
with observations, although with a much reduced
amplitude.

The seasonal cycle in the PAC sector is not shown,
but the interested reader can find the figures referring
to the totality of the models in D’Andrea et al. (WMO
1996). Some models show a very good performance in
the PAC sector, like NMC, NCAR, COLA, DERF/
GFDL and CSIRO, while others have an acceptable
variation but with a reduced amplitude; this is the case
of METEOFR and JMA and to a lesser extent of MRI
and CCC. Many of these features can also be seen in
the Hovmöller diagrams in Fig. 5.

In D’Andrea et al. (WMO 1996) the distributions of
blocking duration are reported for every model. Here
only some considerations will be made on the lifetime
distributions. Some models show this in a remarkably
accurate way. However, it should be noted that al-
though there are some models that tend to produce
shorter blocks than observed, no model shows a tend-
ency to produce longer blocks. Models showing the
largest departures from the observed distribution are in
general those with very few blocking cases anyway, and
consequently the distribution is highly prone to samp-
ling errors (MRI, RPN).

Another way to compare the blocking duration dis-
tributions among models is by verifying their expected
exponential shape (as described in Sect. 3), checking its
first and second order moments. In Table 3 the mean
(k) and standard deviation (p) of the distribution of each
model are listed for both sectors, and were computed
over the restricted period ranging from 5 to 20 days. It
is again confirmed by the mean durations that the
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Fig. 6a–r Annual cycle of blocking frequency in the Euro-Atlantic sector, expressed as the average fraction of blocked days per ten-day
period of the year. In the time axis two years are shown for visualisation purposes. The continuous line is a polynomial interpolation. The
dashed line in b to r refers to the observed data. e is incomplete due to an insufficient number of blocking cases for CSU model
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Fig. 6 (continued)
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Fig. 7 Scatter plot of mean and
standard deviation of the
distribution of frequency of
blocked days, for the E-A (left)
and PAC sector (right). The
straight line is the diagonal of
the quadrant. Refer to Table 3 to
identify the single models. CSU
is not shown in the E-A sector
diagram

Table 2 Number of days belonging to a blocking episode in the
Euro-Atlantic and Pacific sectors for the analysis and for the differ-
ent models. Note that not all the models consider leap years

Model E-A blocked
days

PAC blocked
days

Total number
of DJF days

Analysis 331 450 903
CCC 105 17 902
COLA 263 166 902
CSIRO 179 288 903
CSU — — 903
DERF/GFDL 227 313 903
ECHAM 267 214 900
ECMWF 103 162 903
JMA 299 94 900
METEOFR 67 106 903
MRI 107 51 903
NCAR 162 331 900
NMC 149 247 722
RPN 32 9 903
UGAMP 176 238 903
UKMO 270 397 903

Table 3 Mean (k) and standard deviation (p), expressed in days, of
the distribution of frequency of blocking duration in the two sectors,
computed on the period 5 to 20 days

Model k p k p

Euro-Atlantic Pacific

Analysis 10.8 4.9 10.2 5.0
CCC 7.9 2.8 7.8 3.4
COLA 10.0 4.7 8.8 3.6
CSIRO 9.0 4.2 10.1 4.5
CSU — — 8.7 3.7
GFDL/DERF 10.2 4.6 10.2 5.0
ECHAM 9.0 3.8 9.0 4.5
ECMWF 8.2 4.0 8.5 3.6
JMA 9.8 5.0 7.9 4.1
METEOFR 8.2 3.4 7.8 2.6
MRI 9.2 3.6 9.6 4.5
NCAR 10.1 5.1 8.8 4.3
NMC 9.1 3.3 9.5 4.9
RPN 8.3 3.4 7.0 1.6
UGAMP 9.0 4.3 9.0 4.5
UKMO 10.4 4.9 10.3 5.7

models have a general tendency towards shorter
blocks. To test the fit of the distributions to the ex-
ponential form, a s2 test was attempted. Unfortunately,
this approach was found to be problematic due to
sampling error at longer lifetimes. A better approach is
to check the expected relationship between the mean
and the standard deviation of the exponential distribu-
tion. It can be shown that, for an exponential distribu-
tion, k"p"1/j, where j is defined by the probability
distribution P(t)"je~jt. In the case of the distribution
of blocking lifetimes, since the distribution is truncated
at 5 days of minimum duration, it can be easily shown
that the relation between the mean and standard devi-
ation must be replaced by p"k!5. In Fig. 7, k and
p for the different models are shown on a scatter-plot.
The models all lie close to the straight line p"k!5,
consistent with having an exponential distribution.

This means that the fact that the probability of a block
lasting from n to n#1 days is independent of n (see
Sect. 3). This property of the blocking duration is well
modelled by the GCMs, irrespective of their tendency
towards shorter blocks.

The model tendency towards shorter blocks was also
observed in TEA97, especially for the lower resolution
runs of the ECHAM model. This failure was less evi-
dent in the higher resolution integrations and in the
E-A sector for that model. In TEA97, this effect was
tentatively attributed to the lack of eddy activity in
lower resolution models, providing therefore a reduced
eddy straining effect. The eddy straining effect is con-
sidered to be an important process for blocking main-
tenance, particularly in connection with the E-A
blocking and the Atlantic storm track (Green 1977;
Shutts 1983; Hoskins et al. 1983; Mak 1990). The lack
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Fig. 8a–r ‘‘Blocking signature’’ (i.e. the difference of blocked and non-blocked composite maps) of the Euro-Atlantic blocking in the DJF
period. Contour interval 20 m, negative contours dashed (Table 2 shows the number of blocked days for each model). e is missing due to an
insufficient number of blocking cases for the CSU model

of long-lived blocks is confirmed to be a common
feature of most analysed models, as well as the overall
underestimation of blocking frequency, which is far
more evident.

4.3 Blocking signatures

Blocking signatures (Fig. 8) are obtained by subtracting
from the composite field of all the days belonging to a
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sector blocking episode the composite field of the
remaining days. In other words they represent the dif-
ference between the blocked and non-blocked (zonal)
ensemble means. This analysis will be limited to the
DJF period.

This diagnostic tool is particularly useful to assess
the average location, shape and intensity of the block-
ing highs and lows. The information about the longitu-
dinal location of the sector blocking maximum was
already provided by the DJF blocking frequency dia-
grams described in Sect. 4.1 (Fig. 6). Those results are
confirmed by the longitudinal location of the blocking
dipoles evident in Fig. 8. Signature diagrams however
provide additional information on the average block-
ing intensity (measured by the amplitude of the block-
ing high) as produced by models, irrespective of how
often they produce blocking and of its exact longitudi-
nal location. Sector blocking can be synoptically con-
sidered as a local weather regime (e.g. Vautard 1990),
which justifies the procedure of subtracting blocked
minus zonal composite maps, rather than computing
traditional anomaly maps.

The location of the maximum of the blocking high in
the E-A tends to be shifted toward the east in a number
of models (CCC, ECMWF, JMA, METEOFR, MRI,
NCAR, UKMO), while in the PAC sector there is no
such tendency and both eastward and westward shifts
occur. In the E-A sector, METEOFR, NMC and
UGAMP reproduce the exact blocking high amplitude,
while CCC, ECHAM and COLA slightly underesti-
mate it. Other models heavily overestimate the ampli-
tude: this is the case of JMA and NCAR and, somewhat
less strongly, of DERF/GFDL and MRI. RPN also
overestimates the amplitude, but for this model (as for
others) the relevance of this result is weakened by the
paucity of blocking cases produced (refer to Table 2 for
the number of blocked days).

Another feature visible in many panels of Fig. 8 is the
presence of wave train-like structures, some of which
closely resemble the PNA pattern. Wave train-like pat-
terns are visible in ECHAM, ECMWF, METEOFR,
MRI, NCAR and somewhat less clearly in JMA and
DERF/GFDL. It must be added that a similar feature
(albeit weaker in intensity) is also present in the analysis
panel. In TEA97 this feature was also identified in the
same 10-y analysed blocking signature, but this was
shown to be due to sampling problems, as longer peri-
od averaging on observed data (43 y) tended to elimin-
ate such structures and showed isolated blocking
dipoles. Some models (UGAMP, RPN, METEOFR,
JMA) also tend to show the presence of a wave number
5 pattern. In the Pacific sector (not shown, see D’-
Andrea et al. WMO 1996) CCC, COLA, CSIRO,
METEOFR, NMC and UGAMP all reproduce the
blocking high amplitude reasonably, although CCC
has a very small overall number of blocks. ECHAM, on
the other hand, reproduces the shape of the blocking
high, but with an overestimated intensity.

5 Model systematic errors and blocking

From previous studies, it is implied that the relation-
ship between model systematic error (SE) and blocking
is particularly strong in the case of NWP models with
resolution comparable to those analysed in the present
work, for which SEs often have the shape of a reverse
blocking pattern. In the case of longer integrations, as
in climate models, this relationship appears to be some-
what less clear. In the intermediate case of a large
ensemble of 60-day forecasts performed with the NMC-
MRF model (USA-National Meteorological Center,
Medium Range Forecasting model), Anderson (1993)
found that the prediction shows a rapid decrease in the
ability to reproduce blocking during the first days of
a forecast, reaching a minimum around day ten. During
the later stages of the forecast, however, the model
recovers and drifts towards a more stable situation of
higher (albeit still lower than observed) frequency of
occurrence of blocking episodes. This can be then con-
sidered the model’s own blocking climatology.

In Fig. 9, the 500 hPa geopotential height systematic
error (SE) for the DJF period is shown for every model,
computed simply as the difference between the model
mean winter field and the observed mean field. Focus-
ing attention on COLA, CSIRO, NMC, UGAMP and
UKMO, it can be observed that all these models show
a remarkable positive anomaly over Greenland and
Hudson’s Bay. These five models were also shown in
Sect. 4.1 to have a tendency to overestimate WA block-
ing, which was defined as taking place exactly in the
area of this anomalous error. Moreover, the positive
anomaly in the WA is also accompanied by a low
immediately to the southeast of it, very much resem-
bling a blocking signature, although rotated slightly
counterclockwise. The presence of the accompanying
negative anomaly is not surprising, due to the strength
of the Icelandic-Azores seesaw, or of the North Atlantic
Oscillation (NAO), even if the pattern present in these
SE maps is somewhat shifted to the northwest with
respect to the classical NAO pattern.

In order to assess to what extent it is possible to
ascribe the systematic error to the overestimation of
blocking in the area, the SE has been computed exclud-
ing the days identified as blocked by the index in the
WA sector from the composite of the model 500 hPa
daily maps. The sector longitudinal limits were chosen
to vary somewhat from model to model, to include the
WA peak as it appears in the panels of Figs. 4 or 5. In
Table 4, the sector limits chosen are listed for each
model. The NCAR model integration was also included
for completeness in this assessment because it also
shows a notable WA peak (panel 4n), although its SE
does not show a similar signature.

The results of these ‘‘zonal only’’ SE computations
are shown in Fig. 10. It can be seen that the SE patterns
are essentially unchanged everywhere, other than in the
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Fig. 9b–r Systematic error of the 500 hPa geopotential Height for the various models in the DJF period. The systematic error is defined as
the difference of the composite modelled and observed map. Contour every 20 m, negative contours dashed

WA sector. In the WA, the dipole anomaly amplitude is
slightly reduced in all models (except NCAR). The
negative lobe of the dipole anomaly in the ‘‘zonal only’’
SE maps is also shifted slightly farther to the east,
particularly for the UGAMP and UKMO models. The

results for NCAR, not surprisingly, do not show any
appreciable difference.

It can be concluded therefore that the removal of the
excessive blocking activity in the WA sector does not
substantially reduce the systematic error in the area.
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Table 4 Longitudinal limits chosen for the West Atlantic sector in
the models that show a high frequency of blocking in this area

Model Western limit Eastern limit

COLA 71 °W 11 °W
CSIRO 86 °W 4 °W
NCAR 86 °W 15 °W
NMC 90 °W 22 °W
UGAMP 86 °W 22 °W
UKMO 75 °W 30 °W

Fig. 10 ‘‘Zonal’’ systematic error of the West-Atlantic area in DJF,
i.e. the difference between the modelled composite map of all the
non-blocked days and the observed DJF composite map. Contour
every 40 m, negative contours dashed

Conversely, from these maps it can be inferred that, due
to the presence of this error, more blocking episodes are
spuriously produced by some models in the WA area.
Five of the models interested with this problem show

an overestimated orographic ridge over Greenland (on
the left-hand side of the jet exit over the American
continent) and an underestimated Icelandic low down-
stream of it. This behaviour is reflected in a E-W
oriented wave-like-pattern evident in the SE maps,
particularly evident for UGAMP and UKMO (see
Fig. 10). The evidence of the excessive Greenland ridge
is also visible in the full-field mean DJF maps, shown in
Figs. A1c, A1d, A1n, A1o, A1q and A1r. Moreover, in
the low-frequency variability fields (panels c, d, n, o, q,
and r of Fig. A2) a spurious maximum of low-frequency
variability in the same area is also visible.

6 Discussion and conclusions

The models considered in this comparison span a wide
range of modelling techniques usually employed in
GCMs: vertical (sigma or hybrid) and horizontal (grid-
point or spectral with triangular or rhomboidal trunc-
ation) discretisation, not to mention the variety of
physical parametrizations. It is therefore not surprising
that they show a large variety of behaviour as far as
blocking representation is concerned. This is readily
apparent in Fig. 11, showing the DJF blocking
frequencies as a function of longitude for all models on
the same panel. This variety of model behaviour is
reflected in a number of indicators, notably in the
longitude-time annual cycle diagrams of Fig. 5, from
which it is evident that no single model is capable of
capturing the complexity of the observed behaviour.
Some models are better at representing single features,
but a general of interpretation of behaviour is not
apparent.

This variety of model performances calls for ad hoc
studies of the different physical causes that may be at its
origin. Such studies go beyond the scope of the present
work, but a few words can be spent about some pos-
sible candidates for further investigations, as resulting
from literature. First of all, the parametrization of sinks
and sources of momentum resulting from surface drag,
orography and gravity wave propagation may be
considered. That the interaction with orography can
influence blocking was found by Mullen (1994), who
obtained an enhancement of blocking frequency by the
use of ‘‘envelope’’ orography. An influence of tropical
heat flux (in turn linked to SST’s, precipitation etc.) on
blocking can also be envisaged, as seen in the already
quoted work by Ferranti et al. (1992) who analysed
mainly the Western Tropical Pacific. A possible mecha-
nism for explaining such interactions may be linked to
the influence of PNA on extended range predictability
(see Palmer 1989; Palmer and Tibaldi 1988). Finally
tropical variability has been addressed in the context of
AMIP by Slingo et al. (1995) for the intraseasonal time
scale. Nine of the models participating in this study are
also analysed in Slingo et al.’s (1995) study and as
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Fig. 11 Comparison diagram of longitudinal blocking frequency. Same as Fig. 5 but collapsed into one panel

a general rule the models with a low tropical variability
also have a poor blocking simulation, with the possible
exception of RPN. Of course this remark does not in
itself suggest any physical cause-effect relationship be-
tween blocking and tropical variability.

Going back to blocking, and to the variety of model
behaviours, it is possible to recognise some common
model deficiencies. Firstly, all models tend to underesti-
mate blocking frequency. This appears in practically all
indicators, notably in the longitude diagrams of Figs. 4
and 11. Exceptions to this are present in some cases,
mostly confined to the West Atlantic (Greenland)
region. This underestimation is unaffected by the
elimination of short (less than five days) blocks
from the statistics. A dependency of this problem on
model horizontal resolution is not evident.
However, limiting the attention to grid-point models
only (UKMO, MRI, CSU), the UKMO model
performs better than the other two models of lower
resolution. The case of spectral models is less clear and
higher resolution models do not appear to perform
systematically any better (see for example RPN and
JMA).

The overestimation of blocking frequency in the WA
sector is found to be an effect of an excessive amplitude

of the Greenland ridge at the eastern edge of the North
American continent in certain models. This problem
has a clear counterpart in the mean (systematic) error
maps of the models and their low-frequency variability.
A northward displacement of the jet so as to make
it interact spuriously with Greenland orography, as
well as difficulties in the representation of orographic
forcing itself, could both be possible reasons for this
error.

When attention is focused on main sector blocking
(Euro-Atlantic and Pacific) episodes, it becomes evi-
dent that most models have problems in producing
long-lived blocking episodes with the observed fre-
quency, with the exceptions of UKMO, NCAR and
possibly DERF/GFDL. Despite the underestimation
of duration, most models produce an exponentially
decaying distribution of blocking lifetimes, in
accord with observations. For many models, however,
this diagnosis is made difficult by the overall paucity
of blocking events. While many models tend to shift
Euro-Atlantic blocking to the east of the observed
position, no such general tendency is found for Pacific
blocking. In this case, positive and negative errors in
modelled blocking amplitude (intensity) are equally
likely.
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Fig. A1a–r Mean 500 hPa geopotential height of the DJF period for the analysis and the various models. Contour every 60 m

Appendix
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Fig. A2a–r Low frequency standard deviation (periods longer than 5 days) for analysis and participating models. Contour every 10 m
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Fig. A3a–r High frequency standard deviation (periods shorter than 5 days) for analysis and participating models. Contour every 10 m
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